**Socialite Tells Of Affair**

**JFK's Lover?**

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A San Francisco socialite who was once identified as an intimate of President John F. Kennedy revealed on Monday that she was the woman named in an earlier newspaper report that JFK was having an affair with a famous actress.

The socialite, who was not identified by name, said she was being blackmailed by a man who claimed to have evidence of her relationship with JFK.

"He was a very busy bachelor," Mrs. X said. "I was disturbed and upset."

A friend of the socialite, who asked not to be named, said she had seen the socialite with JFK several times. She said the two had a romantic relationship that lasted for several years.

The socialite was evasive when asked about the nature of her relationship with JFK and refused to comment on reports that she had been blackmailed.

Fred R. Harris

---

**Fred Harris: Crusader Or Political Hustler?**

This is the second in a series of articles on the political careers of two major candidates for the U.S. Senate.

**By WILFRED CLARKSON**

Washington Post News Service

Bill Harris, a Democratic candidate for the U.S. Senate from Wyoming, has been described as a crusader for the people, a man who has fought for the rights of the less fortunate.

But his political career has been marked by controversy and scandal.

"Bill Harris is a man of principle," said a supporter. "He's dedicated to helping the underprivileged." But another political opponent called him a "political hustler who will do anything to stay in office."
Soviets Reported Continuing Germ Warfare Research

By DONALD L. JACOBS, Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES

The United States and the Soviet Union are believed to be continuing their research on biological weapons, according to a new report. The Soviet Union is believed to be developing a new type of germ warfare agent that could be used in a variety of situations. The United States is also believed to be developing new weapons, but the details are not known.

Famous label print shirts
$9.97

Save 40% on these pretty "new" label print shirts!

Dillards

HRM & Scarfs GIANT SALE $19.97/29.97

Women's World CLEARANCE $50.00 OFF

Junior Sportswear Sale 1/2 OFF

Misses' Blouse CLEARANCE $1/3 OFF

Men's & Junior CLEARANCE 1/3 OFF

Dillards' DISCOUNTS AND SHIPPER SALE OPEN SATURDAY 10 AM TO 9 PM

Fashions, Photography

Art Deco Exhibit To Open

Generation Rap...

Nice Guy Finishes Last; His Girl Prefers Bossy, Overbearing Type

By MARCO, Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES

The generation gap is a topic that continues to fascinate many people. In this article, Marco discusses the phenomenon of the "nice guy" finishing last in relationships. He notes that many women prefer men who are bossy and overbearing. This is a topic that is explored in the Art Deco Exhibit that is currently open.

Oriental Cuisine Helps Dieters

The growing trend towards healthy eating is often accompanied by a desire to lose weight. Oriental cuisine is gaining popularity among those looking to lose weight because it is often low in calories and high in fiber. In this article, the author discusses how eating Oriental cuisine can help with weight loss.

Cicero Dance Honored

The Cicero Dance is a popular dance that originated in the 1920s. It is often performed at social gatherings and is known for its smooth, flowing movements. In this article, the author discusses the history of the Cicero Dance and the current popularity of the dance.

Bridal Notes

Linda Mitchell, Gabe Lindley, and Church

Polly's Poems

Our Only Love

YEAR-END MEN'S WEAR SALE

VESTED SUITS: Various color stripes, pit to pit and
white to 100% wool, reg. $195.00 - Now...$99.97

SPORT COATS: Reg. $75.00 - Now...$49.97

SPORT SHIRTS: Reg. $17.00 - Now...$19.97

SHOES: Reg. $45.00 - Now...$19.97

Rothschilds

SPORTSWEAR

SNEAKERS: Reg. $25.00 - Now...$19.97

WOMEN'S SHOES

Reg. $45.00 - Now...$19.97

Reg. $60.00 - Now...$39.97

Reg. $80.00 - Now...$39.97
5,000 Expected For Annual Youth Evangelism Meeting

Christians Tested By Temptation

No Help For CIA, Methodists Warn

International Sunday School Week

Baptist To Ring 'Liberty Bell'

Seminar Planned

Edmond Official's Funeral Saturday

Longtime Citizen's Rites Set

Mob Figure's Wife Seeks Clemency

These Churches Invite YOU To Share With Them In The Spiritual Renewal Of YOUR Community...

TOM LESTER—"Bill From Green Acres Show" Will Be Our Special Guest

SUNDAY 7 PM

FIRST SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH of DEL CITY

677-8781

2800 SUNNLANE

The real value of something millions of years old is just now being realized.

Coal, After lying around for several millions years, coal will soon be able to work for us. We will use coal to generate electricity in new power plants that don’t use the older, more traditional methods. Why is coal important to us now? Because, as oil becomes more scarce, we’ve resorted to the use of coal to help meet energy needs. But, new supplies are harder to find and increasingly more expensive. So, we’re turning to coal... a more abundant and economical fuel.

Coal plants cost less to build than gas plants. This... combined with increased taxes on oil for environmental controls, labor, material and equipment, “natural gas” will have to cost more. But, the increase with coal would not be so great... even if adequate supplies were available.

Coal will play a very valuable role in developing the future that looks electric.
HUSKERS, JAYS KNOCKED OFF
Arizona State Claims Fiesta
Panthers 'Rush' Off With Upset

OU Out Of Condition?
Defense Gets Majors' Eye

Blazers Fall
Keller Replaced

Poke Rally Falls Short
Harris’ Shoulder Is Worrying Rams

Saturday Briefing

New Health Chiefs Named

CAPTIONS FOR THE PHOTOS:
- "Harris’ Shoulder Is Worrying Rams"
- "Saturday Briefing"
- "New Health Chiefs Named"

ADVERTISEMENTS:
- "SUPER CLEARANCE SALE: 23ch CB’s $74.99"
- "MOTOROLA $29.99"
- "IN PASSING: A "man"
- "The Wolf of the SS: A Different Kind of Hero"
- "The Story of O"
Midwest, East Get Snow

GOSSIP

by Robie Adams Shaw

'Mercs' Found In San Diego

'Old Bird' Pops Up

Agent's Rites Slated

Sadat Plans For Elections

ATTENTION HOME BUYERS AND REAL ESTATE BROKERS
HUD ACQUIRED PROPERTIES FOR SALE

CALL DIRECT 722-6881

God asks you to give more than thanks.

Start treating your brothers and sisters like brothers and sisters.
Save $60.

Freezers...choose upright or chest. 16-cu.ft. upright gives you room to stock up, save trips to the store. Inside light, lock and key. Adjustableai control. 20-cu.ft. chest features thin-wall foam insulation, basket and divider. Interior light; lock and key. Adj. end control.

269.88
EACH
REG. 329.95

Giant capacity. $50 off pair. 6-cycle washer handles all fabrics. Matching dryer with 18-lb. capacity.

249.88
REG. 329.85

169.88
REG. 229.85

WHY PASS UP A GOOD BUY? ADD IT TO YOUR WARD CHARGE ACCOUNT—NO MONEY DOWN

PENN SQUARE
NW HIGHWAY & PENN
Phone 842-7455
Shop both stores Monday thru Saturday 10 AM-8 PM, SUNDAY 1 PM-6 PM

AMERICAN
Ward
January Appliance Sale

Special buy
MULTI-BAND AM/FM RADIO
Comes complete w/ speaker, 19" shelf, wall hanging, 40 channels, 12 volt. $14.95

SAVE 101
19-INCH DIAGONAL PORTABLE TV
Pulsar Auto Colorizing, AFC, UHF antenna. $289.95
REGULARLY 449.95

SAVE 101
4-CHANNEL STEREO SOUND SYSTEM
Silmarket AM/FM receiver, cassette & channel 4 track player, automatic changer, speakers, center channel. $296.00
REG. 599.95 COMB.

SAVE $80
DELUXE 20.1-CU. FT. REFRIGERATOR
No more fruit breakdown or defrosting. Big 0.08 cu. ft. Freezer, Adj. door, 7 sky frost keeper filters.
399.88
REG. 479.95

SAVE $60
FAST ELECTRIC JET-FOAM OVEN
Fast foam heat melts, moist bake times, 30 min. Bakes and toasts fast while you save energy.
59.88
REG. 119.95

MONTGOMERY
WARD
spirit of value 76